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Executive Summary 

This report is for the Active Stabilization project, which is a project that primary goal is to 

develop a modular drop-in active stabilization system for amateur sounding rockets. The 

secondary goals of this project is to develop a launch vehicle platform that can carry this system 

as well as carry an autonomous glider payload. As well as develop the launch vehicle platform to 

be able to compete in the FAR 1030 competition. The project has been separated into many 

smaller specialized sub-teams. These teams are as following: Launch Vehicle, Aerodynamics, 

Structures and Manufacturing, Avionics, Guidance, Navigation, and Controls, Propulsion, 

Payload, Testing, Systems, and Marketing. The marketing team updates are labeled as general 

updates in this report. Each sub-team report will feature a sub-team goal, which explains the 

need and goal for that team. Each team will discuss completed, current, and future tasks and 

goals, as well as a status report to explain where each team is standing in terms of the general 

project scheduling. 
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1.0 Launch Vehicle Update 

Goal:  
The goal of this team was to model and manufacture the launch vehicle as well as design 

and handle the recovery system for the project. This launch vehicle is designed to provide the 
most compact form factor possible and as a method to carry the fin control mechanism to greater 
than Mach speed as well as to carry an autonomous glider to 10,000 feet. This vehicle in addition 
is designed to be competitive against other platforms in the FAR 1030 competition in the 10K 
category. 

Key Characteristics of this Launch Vehicle is shown below 

 
Status Update: 

The launch vehicle team is on track in terms of schedule. The rough full-scale vehicle 
should be assembled and be ready to accept the fin control mechanism by the end of January 
2020.  
 
Completed Tasks: 

● Design a suitable launch vehicle that can carry a payload and the fin control mechanism 
○ The image below shows the OpenRocket file that shows the layout of the rocket. 
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● Size the vehicle to have the smallest possible length, to reduce the slenderness of the 

original vehicle design 
● Size the parachutes and determine the layout and connections for the recovery system 

●  
● Blue Highlight is for main parachute sizing and green is for drogue parachute sizing 
● Determine the booster fin geometry 
● Determine the layout of the components in order to achieve a desirable static stability 

margin (SM  > 1 caliber)  
 
In Progress Tasks: 
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● Determine the structural loading on the recovery hard points 
● Design a removable motor mount that can incorporate easily replaceable fins 
● Fiberglass the airframe sections of the rocket in order to increase the stiffness and 

strength of the airframe 

 
● Complete blue tube bending and compression test analysis 

 
Future Goals: 

● Fiberglass the coupler sections and cut the airframe sections to length 
● Machine the centering rings and bulk plates and assemble rocket sections. 
● Work with avionics to develop the internal mounting structure for the avionic system’s 

electronics 
● Size the amount of shear pins required for the system 
● Purchase the necessary equipment to finish the launch vehicle 
● Assemble and integrate all the components for the launch vehicle and prepare for a test 

launch. 
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2.0 Structures and Manufacturing 

Goal:  
The goals for this team was to design the full fin actuation system, verify fin/system 

loading, and create single fin prototype to test motor configuration. Additionally we were tasked 
with designing the motor retainer/ tail cone for the launch vehicle, and to determine/ simulate 
stresses on rocket in flight using Solidworks.  
  
Status Update: 

The structures team is on or ahead of schedule for each goal. All fin actuation system 
goals were reached at or before week 12. The motor retainer/tail cone has been completed, and 
we are waiting on getting the material properties of blue tube in order to run simulations. Over 
break machining and assembly of the full fin actuation system will be started. 
 
Completed Tasks: 

● Stress and strengths analysis of fin and shaft loadings 
● FEA simulations of loadings 
● Parts ordered and sized to fit rocket dimensions 
● Prototype of module with single fin actuation 
● Determined fin bonding to be bolted with threadlocker, not brazed 

 
Below is the power screw loading analysis done to determine the exact type of motor and ACME 
rod we were going to use for the module. We chose the Pololu 4751 37mm diameter  motor with 
the ⅜ -8-2 ACME rod. 
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On the right is the Solidworks assembly of a single fin actuation module and on the left is the to 
scale prototype that was 3D printed using the HP Multijet fusion. The prototype confirmed the 
movement and fits of the components so that the remaining parts can be made or ordered. 

On the right is an example of one of the fin loading simulations we ran on Solidworks. The 
maximum deflection at the tip is shown to be 0.0383in. The values that the simulation 
determined were close to the values that we computed by hand. On the left is our team modifying 
the load bearing threaded nut that will connect the spinning ACME rod to the pivoting arm. 
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In Progress Tasks: 
● Verify adhesive donation from Loctite. 
● Order remaining parts for fin mechanism. 
● Manufacture and assemble fin mechanism. 

 
Future Goals: 

The future goals for the structures team is to manufacture, assemble, and integrate the full 
fin actuation system into the launch vehicle. Additionally, the team will test and validate 
adhesives for attaching the fin to the shaft, and finish running simulations on vehicle once all 
material data is acquired.  
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3.0 Aerodynamics 

Goal: 
The primary objectives for the Active Stabilization Aerodynamics Team involve: 

● Analyzation of Aerodynamic loading on nose cone 
● Aerodynamic Stability verification during flight 
● Support Wind Tunnel testing with integration of “GNC Module” 
● Trade studies for configuration involving aerodynamic characteristics of vehicles (launch 

vehicle and payload) 
 
Status Update: 

The Active Stabilization Aerodynamic team is currently on track with the defined 
schedule. Measures have been implemented to ensure that similar progress will be made. 
 
Completed Tasks: 

●  CFD Modeling of Forward Canard (Son) 
●  Trade Study of Payload Tail Design 
● Calculate projected area of launch vehicle at braking configuration 

As of current, the Aerodynamic team has verified the proposed downwards V-tail and suggests 
that a propeller be placed behind the tail to counteract downwash. However, should things go 
awry, a traditional vertical and horizontal control surfaces are recommended. 

● Cooperate with Structures Team for verification of analysis 
● Canard Velocity Analyzed  

In Progress Tasks: 
● CFD Modeling of Nose Cone 
● CFD Modeling to updated Launch vehicle configuration 
● Validation of hand calculations to canard local  
● Verification of local velocity over canard using CFD 

 
Future Goals: 

● Support the Testing Team for Wind Tunnel Testing 
● Perform Aerodynamic Analysis of Payload Vehicle 
● Aerodynamic Stability verification for updated launch vehicle with measured masses 
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4.0 Guidance and Controls 

Goals: 
Throughout the course of the semester, the primary objectives of the Active Stabilization 

Guidance, Navigation, and Control were the following: 
● Develop and test a means to close the loop and program position feedback sensing 

involving a chosen DC Motor  
● Develop a flowchart for the “GNC Module” to begin coding; be nearly complete by the 

beginning of Winter Break 
● Find the coefficients of interest and provide support to Aerodynamics team for 

Six-Degree-of-Freedom Trajectory Simulation that includes braking; create flowchart for 
simulation 

● Develop flowchart and program for drone in helping Payload Team 
 

Each objective was divided into smaller tasks that would, in amalgamation, lead to the desired 
overall result (as listed previously). More tasks will be created in order to support or resolve 
deficiencies that arise during the timeline of the project. 
 
Status Update: 

As of current, the Active Stabilization Guidance, Navigation, and Control group is behind 
by approximately three weeks. These are for the following reasons: 

● Academic Priorities - Homework and examinations have taken significant amounts of 
time away from work necessary 

● Outsourcing to help other teams - Members were dispatched to do other work that were 
prioritized at the time (particularly for that of Aerodynamics) 
 
The team plans to regain control and return to being on schedule by increasing efforts 

during Winter Break. 
 

Completed Tasks: 
Tasks completed include the following: 

● DATCOM Aero Modeling and generation of stability and aerodynamic coefficients as a 
function of Mach and Angle of Attack 
DATCOM was utilized to produce aerodynamic and stability coefficients as a function of 

Mach Number and Angle of Attack under no external environmental loading (no crosswinds, 
etc…). 
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The test card takes into account fin configuration, nose cone shape, Mach numbers, and pitching 
angles  at which to produce results. 

The image below shows the file for003.dat, which displays aerodynamic data at the users 
request. The values of the coefficients are optimized for each Mach case (from Mach 0  to 1.7, 
neglecting MACH 0.7 due to inexplicable singularity). The values represent the variables 
displayed at the top of the page from left to right (first column shows angle of attack then normal 
moment coefficient, then pitching moment coefficient, and others. The system was coded with 
the coordinate system in mind. 

 
The image above shows the file for003.dat, which displays aerodynamic data at the users 
request. The values of the coefficients are optimized for each Mach case (from Mach 0  to 1.7, 
neglecting MACH 0.7 due to inexplicable singularity). The values represent the variables 
displayed at the top of the page from left to right (first column shows angle of attack then normal 
moment coefficient, then pitching moment coefficient, and others. The system was coded with 
the coordinate system in mind. 
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DATCOM also produced the body pressure coefficients across the body of the launch vehicle. It 
defined it by setting a coordinate system at one end of the launch vehicle and outputting the 
value at each “x”, relative to the defined zero. The displayed data does not represent the entire 
output, but rather a portion of it. 
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● Simplistic DC Motor derivation for position feedback control system modeling and 
preparation (for Polo) 

The DC motor position feedback loop was created so far with a simple plant closed feedback 
loop with an unspecified gain and potentiometer gain values and external torque disturbance.  
(Polo write some stuff and insert screenshot of Simulink Model here). 
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● Get “GNC Module” to actuate with RoboClaw and 9 Volt Battery 
The GNC module was successfully controlled with a system involving a RoboClaw and a 9V 
battery. By doing so, the team now possesses a better perspective on how to optimize the system 
for actual deployment. PID gain tuning was also found in the software integrated. 

● XFLR5 Verification of DATCOM model to as a function of Reynold’s number, fin airfoil 
as a function of pitching angle and Reynold’s number. 

The XFLR 5 Lattice aerodynamic analysis program cannot be varied as a function of Mach. As 
such, the Reynolds Number was varied in order to reflect a change in velocity. The results turned 
out to mostly be in agreement with the coefficients produced by DATCOM by approximately 90 
percent. 

 
In Progress Tasks: 

● DC Motor selection trade study and selection  
The Active Stabilization Guidance, Navigation, and Control Team is in the process of 

doing a trade study to decide between a 25D or a 37D DC Motor. As of current, the report 
containing researched justification and hypotheses has been finished. The team is testing the 
motors individually to verify these findings and finalize the motor selection. 

● Trajectory simulation 
As of current trajectory simulation is under way. As of current, a simplistic trajectory 

simulation assuming braking configuration and level flight is being optimized within Excel. 
Below is a trajectory simulation of the Launch Vehicle from lift off to apogee without any 
breaking apply.  
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This simulation takes into account the initial elevation of Ransberg, the expected launch 
site for the competition, of about 1.07 km (3,504 ft) above sea level. The parameters assumed for 
this simulation is the thrust and mass profile changing with a time step of 0.02 sec generated by 
OpenRocket. From these assumptions, the instantaneous velocity, acceleration, altitude, and 
dynamic pressures of the Launch Vehicle at each time step are calculated using Euler Integration 
Method in Excel. After the burnout time of about 3.896 sec, a new time step of 1 sec is used to 
simplify the simulation and facilitate the analyzing process after the data is generated. To further 
increase the accuracy of the simulation, a profile of the Launch Vehicle’s Coefficient of Drag 
with respect to Mach Number is generated by DATCOM and applied to the simulation. The 
results show the Launch Vehicle reaching an apogee of 5.4 km (17,710 ft) after about 30 sec 
since take off. This does not correlate well with the maximum altitude predicted by OpenRocket 
of about 13,000 ft. A possible explanation for this 4,000 ft difference in altitude could be due to 
the initial assumption made of launching 3,504 ft above sea level. Another possible explanation 
is that since the Launch Vehicle achieved a highest Mach of about 1.1, it has to go through the 
Transonic regime, which is difficult to simulate accurately. 

A new scenario is then generated to solve the difference in altitude problem. This 
scenario change the initial altitude to 0 m. The results shown below are much closer to the 
OpenRocket altitude prediction. The highest altitude reached in this scenario is about 4 km 
(13,100 ft), which is very close to the 13,000 ft prediction from OpenRocket. Therefore, the 
assumption of 0 m initial altitude will be applied when generating a braking simulation for the 
Launch Vehicle. 

To simulate braking, the Cd profile for the Launch Vehicle is changed using DATCOM. 
The initial assumptions and Cd of the Launch Vehicle up until the event of braking is unchanged 
and the new Cd profile will be applied after the braking occurs. In addition, the braking event is 
assumed to happen instantaneously, meaning there is no delay in time when the canard is 
deflected. Furthermore, the cannard is assumed to deflect to 15° and stay there rather than 
deflecting at a small degrees per second. It is not ideal to assume the braking event happens this 
way because deflecting instantly to 15° would introduce a huge amount of stress onto the 
canard’s shaft. There is also a possibility that the motor cannot generate enough Torque to move 
the canard at a large increment of angle in such a small amount of time, which will cause the 
motor to stall and the braking system to fail consequently thereafter. These new assumptions are 
initially made to help understand the behaviors of the Launch Vehicle when braking, such as the 
declaration characteristics of the Launch Vehicle and the reduction in altitude and total flight 
time. Once a better understanding of this braking event is achieved, the team will be able to vary 
the amount of deflected angles over time to ensure that the braking system will not fail. The 
Launch Vehicle time of brake is decided from inspection of the initial non-braking trajectory to 
ensure that the Launch Vehicle would be able to reach the targeted altitude of 10,000 ft, a 
requirement from the FAR 1030 competition. 
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For this simulation, the braking occurs at time t = 9 sec from takeoff, where the Launch 
Vehicle is at an altitude of 2.2 km (7,200 ft), traveling at Mach 0.68. The Launch Vehicle 
reached a maximum altitude of 3.1 km (10,450 ft) before descending at time t = 22 sec, which is 
very close to the targeted altitude of 10,000 ft. A graph of the trajectory simulation is shown 
below. To improve this simulation to a closer altitude to 10,000 ft, the time when braking occurs 
and braking at an angle increment per second will be further explored throughout Winter Break. 
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The team is in the process of learning about missile simulation, trajectory simulation, and 
exploring alternatives to employ Quaternions instead of Euler Angles. 

● Conceptual Dynamic Verification 
As of current, the Guidance, Navigation, and Control Team is creating the Free Body 

Diagram to begin our Flow Chart for coding. There has been some misunderstandings involving 
the coordinate systems. The Free-Body-Diagram currently accounts for two-dimensional forces 
in two coordinates. 

Vehicle Coordinate System 
a. Vehicle Body System: x,y,z origin at C.M. 

i. X-axis: vehicle roll axis, positive up 
ii. Y-axis: vehicle pitch axis, positive out of paper 

iii. Z-axis: vehicle yaw axis, in pitch plane 
b. Wind System 

i. Velocity direction = wind axis 
c. Inertial Coordinates 

i. Vertical, horizontal = inertial coordinates 
List of  Symbols 

 = velocity vector∞  
𝛂 = angle of attack 
𝛾 = flight path angle ( 90° ~ braking work properly to make LV ascent straight up) 
θ = pitch angle 
L = Lift 
D = Drag 

= lateral aerodynamic force (along vehicle z-axis)F az  
= axial aerodynamic force (along vehicle x-axis)F ax  
= aerodynamic pitching momentM a  
= length, static margin: CP to CMlsm  

q = dynamic pressure = 2
1 v⍴ 2  

d = vehicle diameter 
S = vehicle reference area = d /42  
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First, consider only the rocket without any canard deflection: 
= qS , where = 𝜶qS; retrieve from DATCOMF az Cz Cz (C )z (C )z  
= qS , where = 𝜶qS; retrieve from DATCOMF ax Cx Cx (C )x (C )x  
= = qSM a F az lsm Cz lsm  
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Then, consider the FBD of the canard deflecting 

 
Where: 
δ = canard deflection angle from canard body x-axis 
𝛽 = canard deflection angle from vertical of canard = δ - 𝛂 

=  lateral aerodynamic force of canard (along vehicle z-axis)(F )az c  
=  axial aerodynamic force of canard (along vehicle z-axis)(F )ax c  

= weight of canardW c  
= Lift of canardLc  
= Drag of canardDc  

= distance from canard to cmlc−>CM   
= canard Z-axisZc  

 
We have: 
 = - cos𝛂  + ( +  )sin𝛂(F )az c Lc W c Dc   
 = sin𝛂  + ( +  )cos𝛂(F )ax c Lc W c Dc  
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Where: 
= qS =   (δ - 𝛂)qSLc (C )L (C )z  
= qS =   (δ - 𝛂)qSDc (C )D (C )D  

 
When summing the forces of the canard and rocket body, the resultants Equation of 
Motion (EOM) is:  

 
Future Goals:  

The Active Stabilization Guidance, Navigation, and Control Team intends to do the 
following tasks in the near future: 

● Verify the EOM and improve it by introducing more degree of freedoms 
● Perform the Laplace Transform to obtain transfer functions for the simulink model 
● Support the Wind Tunnel Test involving the “GNC Module” 
● Begin coding for “GNC Module” as soon as possible 
● Finish Trajectory Simulation and integrate into MATLAB for increased accuracy 
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5.0 Propulsion 

Goals: The Propulsion Subteam is tasked with certifying and designing the propulsion element 
for the Launch Vehicle. This goal is achieved by the following milestones. 

● Select a propellant formulation that exhibits desirable characteristics 
● Procure commercially-produced hardware that can accept self-made propellant 
● Complete standardized procedures for manufacturing and testing 
● Develop a Data Acquisition (DAQ)  system that records thrust and chamber pressure 
● Test a motor  
● Fly a motor 
● Research advanced technologies for future propulsion elements 

 
Status Update: The team is currently performing within nominal parameters with respect to the 
schedule and anticipated events. 
 
Completed Tasks: Utilizing thermochemistry software, an ideal mix of ingredients has been 
selected that will deliver healthy performance that balances efficiency, thrust, burn rate, and cost 
to manufacture. The contact that was made with an industry company last year has been 
maintained and has allowed us to procure our ingredients at less than 25% of the market cost. 
Procurement of the commercial hardware was completed after rigorous simulations that verified 
chamber pressure and thrust values that fell within the safety and performance margins dictated 
by the needs of the vehicle. In tandem, the team has worked to perfect Standard Operating 
Procedures (SOPs) for handling, mixing, integration, testing, and safety.  
 
In Progress Tasks: The team is currently researching advanced technologies for nozzle 
fabrication and casing design. We have recently secured a donation from a plastics manufacturer 
that will aid in this development. Procurement has been progressing slowly but steadily, and the 
first mix has already been scheduled for late January. Motor hardware is expected to arrive by 
the first week of January. DAQ hardware is being selected and will be procured by the end of 
January.  

 
Future Goals: Pending the arrival of all chemicals and hardware, the first motor will be 
manufactured and assembled. A successful testing campaign will ensue, comprising of one static 
fire test and 2 flight tests. The DAQ system is designed to be integrated both on a stand and on 
the flight vehicle to obtain data.  
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6.0 Payload 

Goal: 
The goal for the payload team was to verify competition requirements, design payload 

that meets the requirements, creating a prototype to validate the design, and look into the 
electronics required for autonomous flight. 
 
Status Update: 

The payload team is on schedule. An autonomous glider has been selected for payload. 
Preliminary payload design has been completed. Manufacturing of folding wing mechanism is 
under way, and we are looking into the required electronics 

 
Completed Tasks: 

● Come up with payload requirements that fit within competition regulations 
● Design folding wing mechanism for the prototype (pictured below) 

 
In Progress Tasks: 

● Manufacture parts for folding wing mechanism 
● Build folding wing prototype 
● Work out what electronics will be required for autonomous flight 

 
This glider will be used to test the electronics; this glider is approximately the same size as the 
folding glider will be. 
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Future Goals: 
The future goals of the Payload team are to design, manufacture, assemble and test the 

final glider payload.  
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7.0 Testing 

Goal:  

During the Fall semester, the Testing team’s objectives for the were to develop testing 

procedures for 

● Verification of calculated coefficients of interest in the Subsonic Wind Tunnel 

● Backlash testing for the fin motor 

More tasks will be added to meet the needs of the other subteams when data from testing is 

required as the project goes on. 

Status Update: 

The Testing team is behind about five weeks due to the following considerations: 

● The team members’ homework and exams took dedicated time away from completing 

defined objectives 

● The testing team was comprised of one person until about week 10, so the amount of 

work that could be completed was limited by that as well 

Completed Tasks: 

The Testing group has completed Blue Tube Bending Testing. This test was conducted to obtain 

the modulus of elasticity as well as the FTU of blue tube in order to predict the resilience of the 

rocket to a bending moment. The tube was subjected to a direct shear force as shown below. 
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Blue Tube Bending via Direct Shear 

The tube was also subjected to a compressive force as shown below. 
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Blue Tube Subjected to Axial Compression 

 

Above is the stress versus strain curve for a 3 inch blue tube test section under compression 

loads. 

The Testing team has also acquired the dimensions and mounting requirements for the Subsonic 

Wind Tunnel. 
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In Progress Tasks: 

Currently in progress tasks are: 

● Writing the Subsonic Wind Tunnel testing procedure 
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● Writing the Backlash testing procedure 

Future Goals: 

Over winter break, the testing team’s goal is to: 

● Complete the Subsonic Wind Tunnel testing procedure 

● Complete the Backlash testing procedure 
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8.0 Avionics  

Goal: 
The goal of the Avionics team is to develop a working flight computer. This flight 

computer will have the capabilities of controlling the recovery charges and data acquisition. The 
flight computer will be recording pitch, yaw, roll, altitude, vertical velocity, latitude and 
longitude, and horizontal velocity. In addition, the module would be able to transmit live data 
through RF transmission. 
 

 
 
Status Update: 
Currently, the Avionics system is slightly behind schedule. This will be made up during the 
winter break and hopefully be completed by the time the new semester starts. 
 
Completed Tasks: 
The tasks that have been completed since the beginning of the semester is that all the sensors, 
barometer, IMU, and GPS, are working and the data from the sensors are being logged in the 
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microSD card. In addition, the system has successfully transferred from the Arduino Mega 
system to work on the Teensy 3.5. 
 
In Progress Tasks: 
Currently, the Avionics team is working on getting RF communication working and finishing the 
programming for the controlling the recovery charges. 

 
Future Goals: 
Future goals for this team once the in progress tasks are completed is to transition it to a custom 
PCB or solder everything together so it can be used and tested in flight.  
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9.0 Systems 

Goal:  
● To develop, implement, and evaluate the launch vehicle system testing, including scripts, 

specifications, and procedures.  
● Assist in preparing test schedules with the testing team and defining tasks. 
●  Prepare and present reports on system test results, assisting the team with system design. 

 
Status Update: 

● The system engineering team is about three weeks behind in updating schedules and 
project works due to: 

○ Rapidly changing design configurations. 
○ Team lead prioritizing aerodynamic works due to a lack of team members in the 

aerodynamic team. Since aerodynamic calculations is a key design driver, it has to 
be prioritized over other tasks. 
 

Completed Tasks:  
● Work Breakdown Structure (WBS) for the team, shown below 
● Derived Requirements, mentioned in the goal portion at the beginning of the report  
● Preliminary Gantt Chart (still need to be updated due to rapid changing in design 

configurations and tasks) 
● A Con-Ops of the Launch Vehicle System, shown below. This Con-Ops includes: 

 
In Progress Tasks: 

● Updating completed tasks to Gantt Chart 
● Document completed tasks into a compliance matrix 

 

Future Goals: 
● Updating Gantt Chart weekly 
● Assist Testing Team in wind tunnel testing during Spring Semester; document and 

analyze tests 
● Organize team progress into a formal report due at the end of Spring Semester 
● Finalizing Con-Ops by the end of Spring Semester with actual data such as velocity, 

altitude, and time at each event 
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10.0 General Updates 

Goal: This section is to talk about updates that do not correlate to engineering decisions, but 
rather to the marketing decisions of the project. 
 
Completed Tasks:  

● Social media outreach 
○ Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/cppactivestab/ 
○ Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/cppactivestab/?hl=en 

● Lay out blog format: http://active-stabilization.com/blog.html 

 
In Progress Tasks:  

● Currently working on and improving the project website: http://active-stabilization.com/ 
● Improvement of Timeline 
● Updating mission 
● Improve general layout 

 
Future Goals: 

● Look for sponsors or companies willing to financial support the payload system 
● Re-take team picture and biography 
● More pictures 
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